






  is a Danish-designed construction 
toy that stimulates creativity, imagination and 
motor skills. BAKOBA® enables children to ex-
plore, discover and innovate while playing.
BAKOBA® is made from a soft, flexible and very 
durable foam material. The blocks make no noise 
when played with, creating a comfortable playing 
environment. You can even wash it in the wash-
ing machine at 40°C (110°F), on a gentle wash 
cycle, ensuring a high level of hygiene.
Uniquely, BAKOBA® is combinable with building 

bricks, via the “connector-piece” included in the 
boxes, creating infinite possibilities. Moreover, 
BAKOBA® floats on water and can therefore be 
used in the bathtub or brought outside, where 
kids can experiment and play with their con-
structions in water areas.
We recommend BAKOBA® to kids from 3 to 9 
years old. The youngest can build simple con-
structions, perhaps together with teachers and 
parents, while the older kids can build more ad-
vanced and combine with their building bricks.



Compatible with other building bricks

Bring BAKOBA to the  bathtub Washable 
30°C 
Gentle wash

Floats on water
Safe, durable  

& noiseless 
material

Develops motor skills

Strengthens balance

Stimulates 
creativity

Inspires team-work and 
enhances social skills



BAKOBA DISCOVER
Item # B2901

3-6
AGE PIECES

38

DISCOVER

29 x 19 x 10 cm



BAKOBA DEVELOPER
Item # B2902

3-6
AGE PIECES

49

DEVELOPER

29 x 19 x 13 cm



BAKOBA INVENTOR
Item # B3901

PIECES
61

INVENTOR

3-6
AGE39 x 29 x 10 cm



BAKOBA CREATOR
Item # B3902

AGE PIECES
74

CREATOR

3 99 - +
39 x 29 x 13 cm



BAKOBA PIONEER
Item # B5901

PIONEER

AGE PIECES
1153 99 - +

59 x 29 x 15 cm



BAKOBA BUILDING BASE
Item # BPM1-4

AGE PIECES
4

BUILDING BASE

3 +







Play is serious. 

It is fundamentally important 
for building the skills we need to 
become independent, creative, 
problem-solving adults. 

This is why, we have designed 
BAKOBA. To keep children 
playing. For hours and hours 
and years to come.

We have constructed each 
element, so it can be combined 
in unlimited ways. Made the 
materials flexible and sturdy, 
so you can twist and turn them 
into anything you can imagine. 

Made the quality extremely high, 
so once you’ve built something, 

it will stay together, and you can 
play without fear of anything 
breaking or falling apart. Play 
indoors as well as outdoors. The 
light BAKOBA materials float, 
so they are perfect for the pool, 
the tub and easy to clean in the 
washing machine.

BAKOBA is constructed to keep 
children playing from they are 3 
to grown up. Our sets are made, 
to continuously build motor 
skills and ignite imagination. 
And because imagination 
knows no boarders, we’ve 
designed connectors that allow 
you to combine BAKOBA with 
the building bricks you already 
have at home. Because we 
do not believe toys should set 
limits. 

We believe they should inspire 
to endless play.
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